FROM WINTER COMES SPRING"
ABOUT WINTER26

WINTER 26 DESIGN STUDIO, Mostly known since 2006 with it's Creative output, in both digital & Graphic visuals. A group of professional passionate team in creative digital and design services with around ten years experience in delivering top niche quality in the Egyptian and gulf markets.

MISSION
WINTER 26 DESIGN STUDIO mission is to execute the best visuals to that will directly help our clients to achieve their most ambitious marketing goals and strategic communication objectives.

VISION
WINTER 26 DESIGN STUDIO vision is just to make things look nice around us all.

THE FOUNDER
WINTER 26 DESIGN STUDIO was founded by Mr. Abdelrahman Abdelgabbar. Mr. Abdelrahman, Abdelgabbar is an internet Entrepreneur & a Digital artist, with a bachelor degree of fine arts founder and managing partner in several startups in different related businesses.

WINTER 26 DESIGN STUDIO’S TEAM
Behind the scenes, there is a warmed up, enthusiastic & eager team. Our team is up and ready to represent you in a way that delightfully announces your identity either through internet presence or through any media that you adopt. We go completely outside the typical moulds and mingle your required expertise with passionate art. The outcome clearly stands out to tell about your enterprise values and commitment in a balanced context.
SERVICES

12 YEARS WORKING & STILL DOING IT WITH THE SAME PASSION.

SERVICES STRATEGY

Winter 26 Design Studio provides a full digital package of complete solutions for firm corporates and startups, maybe. We are not just a design Agency as much as we are the efficient module of running business, while maintaining a high Return of Investment (ROI). Winter 26 Design Studio works with SME sized businesses parallel to leading brands, to create comprehensive and result driven marketing campaigns.

Creative
- Digital Creative Campaigns
- Visual creation concepts

WEB Services
- Hosting & domain name registration
- Web design
- Ecommerce websites
- Web based applications & softwares

Multimedia services
- Multimedia interactive presentations

Graphic design
- Brand identity creation
- Company Profiles, catalogues
- Flyers, brochures, Poster design

Social Media
- Social Media videos & clips Advertisments
- Corporate Documentry Films
- Presentation Videos

News Letter
- News Letter Campaigns

Animation & Infographics
- Animated clips, cartoon animation
- Infographics & animated ADs

Video services & Photography
- Social Media videos & clips Advertisments
- Corporate Documentry Films
- Presentation Videos
- Photography sessions for products & Individuals

Printing and production services
- Managing printing process
- Printing / production signage / wall graphics / posters

Winter26.com | SERVICES
Our Client’s business nature varies to cover wide sectors in the Egyptian, GCC & the International market, in many fields such as Business Corporate enterprises, entertainment activities, educational, governmental as well as many startups. Parallel We also served proudly NGOs.
PRINTING & PRODUCTION WEBSITE

Welcome To ProHouse
Contrary to popular belief, Lorem Ipsum is not simply random text. It has roots in a piece of classical Latin literature from 45 BC, making it over 2000 years old. Richard McClintock, a Latin professor at Hampden-Sydney College in Virginia, looked up one of the more obscure Latin words, consectetur, from a Lorem Ipsum passage.
ABOUT

ElBorolossy Squash Academy is the first specialized squash training center in Egypt and the Middle East. Currently, with over 2500 members, the academy provides technical, physical and mental training for all squash levels from beginner to world class. ElBorolossy Squash Academy is the first specialized squash training center in Egypt and the Middle East. Currently, with over 2500 members, the academy provides technical, physical and mental training for all squash levels from beginner to world class.

Read More
EVENTS CONCEPT & WALL DESIGN

1. Concept and Art Work

2. Concept and Art Work
LOGO DESIGN

CAIRO MEDICAL

The Business Wheel

FOHOOS LABs

TAGER SHANTA.com

BROTHERS TOURS

Deliciozo

PIXEL HOUSE

HEND ZAYED

HENDAM

خارج الدائرة

OUT OF THE CIRCLE
THE SKIN ITSELF

INSPIRED BIODERMA TO FIND A WAY TO REBUILD ITS PROTECTIVE BARRIER IN A LASTING WAY.
ANIMATION DEMO REAL 2017
THE SKIN ITSELF

INSPIRED BIODERMA TO FIND A WAY TO STIMULATE ITS REPAIR IN A LASTING WAY.
THANK YOU

Address
41 El Basra Sq., el mohandessin, Cairo, Egypt.
Mobile
0100 524 3002 - 0109 3600 384
WebSite & Email
www.winter26.com
info@winter26.com